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Postwar Relations between the USSR and Japan 
from the Late 1940s to the 1950s

Sergey V. Chugrov

1 The San Francisco Peace Conference and the USSR

There were many twists, turns, and poignant moments in the diplomatic his-
tory of Soviet-Japanese relations, and the 1950s were particularly dramatic. 
The political course of Moscow, which sought what it felt was the appropriate 
peaceful resolution in Northeast Asia, was defined by the context of the Cold 
War (1947–1991). The Soviet Union did not operate in isolation, however. The 
reluctance of Western democracies to undertake social responsibility in Asia 
in the postwar era involuntarily pushed the “Asian riot into the hands of the 
Soviets” (Van Aduard 2012, 145). The main objective of Washington, another 
major player on the Asia-Pacific stage, was to “keep Japan in the camp of the 
Western coalition and prevent its reconciliation with the communist bloc” 
(Hara 2013, 147).

Soviet and Post-Soviet schools of historiography have presented different 
interpretations when evaluating some of the more serious events of the then 
recently emerging Cold War period that largely explain Moscow’s position 
regarding a peaceful settlement with Japan. Yet it should be noted that the 
first half of 1949 was marked by, at times, violent riots in Japan that led to the 
large-scale dismissal of employees in Japanese public and private enterprises. 
For example, riots broke out as a result of an incident at Mitaka Station near 
Tokyo on July 15, 1949, in which a number of innocent people were injured and 
killed by an unmanned train. There was unrest in Taira and Hiroshima trig-
gered by the lockout of railway servicemen, the assassination of the president 
of the Japanese National Railways, and an attack by activists on a police sta-
tion in Fukushima. Within this climate, Moscow attempted to exploit the posi-
tion of Japanese communists to its own advantage. In August 1951, the Soviet 
leader Joseph Stalin held secret negotiations with leaders of the Japanese 
Communist Party ( JCP), which pushed the JCP to a left-wing “military course” 
(see Kuznetsov 2002, 54).

Moreover, the “Iron Curtain Speech” of March 5, 1946, by the British prime 
minister Winston Churchill reflected the alarming tone that characterized in-
ternational relations during this period. In April 1949, the North Atlantic Treaty 
was forged, in August the Soviet Union launched its first nuclear weapon, and 
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in June 1950, the war on the Korean Peninsula erupted, which, according to 
the historian Anatolii ̆V. Torkunov, Stalin “believed that the Korean War was 
beneficial for the communist bloc, since it restricts the US forces and inflicts 
damage on positions of the Washington administration” (Torkunov 2000, 238). 
Stalin evolved new ambitions, and Moscow’s position on the Korean War 
caused extreme irritation in the West—it would leave an indelible imprint on 
the further development of the situation dealing with a peaceful reconciliation 
with Japan.

Even against the backdrop of the growing conflict between the USSR and 
the United States, preparations were underway for a conference to draw up a 
peace treaty between Japan and the Allied forces. Begun in 1945, immediately 
following the end of the Pacific War and by the time of its signing six years 
later in 1951, the treaty process was characterized by countless agreements be-
tween the Allies over draft treaties. As these complicated events date back to 
the 1940s, it might be instructive to mention a typical example in this “mara-
thon” of preparations.

At this time, the United States persisted in its attempts to connect the issue 
of establishing guardianship over Micronesia, which would turn a considerable 
area of the Pacific Ocean into what Russian journalists referred to metaphori-
cally as an “American Lake” (amerikanskoe ozero) regarding the issue of trans-
ferring the Southern Kuriles to the Soviet Union. In November 1946, Moscow 
made it clear that Washington should not deploy military bases on the Pacific 
islands where they planned to establish guardianship. The Department of State 
countered by stating that the United States desired the same custodial rights 
over the territories as the Soviet Union would have over the Kurile Islands. 
Initially, Moscow wished to use its position on Micronesia as a bargaining chip 
at the peace conference, although it did not want a further widening of the 
differences with Washington regarding the territorial issue. In February 1947, 
therefore, the Soviet Union agreed not to aggravate the problem of Micronesia 
and not to use its right of veto in the UN Security Council. This concession was 
not, however, appreciated by Washington (Hara 2013, 180–81).

From the early 1950s onward, the divide between the United States and 
the USSR deepened. On March 2, 1950, the Soviet representative to the Allied 
Council, General Kuz’ma N. Derevyanko, demanded information on the mili-
tary program that the United States had proposed for Japan because Moscow 
believed that it contravened the Potsdam Declaration. General Douglas 
MacArthur denied these accusations, but many in the Japanese leftist press ex-
pressed sympathy for the Russian point of view. These types of divisions were 
to escalate rapidly. At the end of October 1950, the Secretary of State John F. 
Dulles gave the then Soviet ambassador to the United Nations, Yakov A. Malik, 
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a memorandum regarding the general principles for a peace treaty with Japan. 
It was sent to other members of the Far Eastern Commission (FEC) and clearly 
demonstrated the desire to preserve an American presence on the Japanese 
archipelago.

Moscow decided to launch a counter offensive, and on October 19, 1950, it 
halted its boycott of the Far Eastern Commission. On November 8, Derevyanko 
appeared at the weekly meeting of the Allied Council after an eight-month 
absence but his position had not changed. On May 7, 1951, notes on the US 
draft peace treaty were released. Around a month later, on June 10, Moscow 
demanded that the peace conference on the Japanese issue be convened in 
July or August, and that all nations previously drawn into the war should at-
tend. Both Soviet and Japanese historians note that Moscow had insisted that 
the Chinese delegation be present (Utsumi 2009, 142).

The Kremlin fiercely opposed separate treaties with Japan, and this was its 
third official response to the proposals by Dulles. The first was an exchange 
of notes between the United States and the Soviet Union at the end of 1950 
in order to clarify the positions of the respective countries. Thereafter, the 
Kremlin fell silence for a time, observing with interest the negotiations be-
tween the Commonwealth prime ministers in London in early January of 1951. 
In mid-March 1951, the Soviet Izvestiya newspaper issued a warning that Russia 
had not forgotten about the issue of peace with Japan and suggested that the 
peace treaty with it should be prepared jointly by the Soviet Union, China, the 
United Kingdom, and the United States (Van Aduard 2012, 193).

According to Soviet historians and the media, almost every meeting of the 
Allied Council in Tokyo was beset with new hurdles. Many of these could have 
been easily removed had not fundamental ideological differences existed be-
tween the three Allies—the United States, the United Kingdom, and China—
and the USSR. The coordination between Washington and London was at 
times extremely difficult, marked by ongoing conflicts of interest between the 
Allied nations (Morris 1947).

For example, London suggested that Beijing have the opportunity to par-
ticipate in a peaceful settlement but the British were forced to bow to the 
Americans who accused China of supplying aid to North Korea. And in order 
to appease the British during the course of the war, the White House removed 
Douglas MacArthur from his post of commander-in-chief of the UN forces 
(Slavinskii ̆1994–1995, no. 5, 58). London, in turn, conceded on the issue of the 
return of Formosa and the Pescadores Islands to China. The final stage of nego-
tiations became an exhausting marathon filled with diplomatic intrigue, one 
that Dulles referred to as the “eleven-month peace conference.”
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An approved text of the US-British draft peace treaty was presented in 
Moscow on July 6, 1951. Soviet and post-Soviet historiography claimed that the 
United States had made every effort to prevent the participation of the Soviet 
Union in the peace process. And it is true that Washington persisted, some-
times subtle and diplomatic, at other times direct and aggressive, in an effort 
to push forward its own interests. Documents from the Foreign Policy Archives 
of the Russian Federation (APV RF) reveal, however, that Moscow also strongly 
defended its position, knowing that the US Department of State left open the 
doors for the Soviet Union to participate in the peace conference (Slavinskii ̆
1994–1995, no. 6, 52).

Yet Dulles, who was deeply enmeshed in a complicated diplomatic game, 
avoided a trip to Moscow. Washington did not wish to have direct, in-depth dis-
cussions with the Soviets about the conditions of the treaty within the frame-
work of the Council of Foreign Ministers where Moscow had the right of veto. 
The first secretary of the Communist Party, Nikita Khrushchev, wrote about 
this in his memoirs:

Our claims to solve Japan’s postwar fate raised the ire of our allies, and 
Stalin, overestimating his capabilities, answered them with the same an-
tipathy. In short, the relationship with the United States began to deterio-
rate. We were often ignored, sometimes our opinion was not taken into 
consideration—we were harassed.

khrushchev 1979, 1–635

The Kremlin agreed to participate in the conference in order to avoid giving 
the impression that it did not wish to build normal relations with Japan. On 
August 20, 1951, the Soviet Central Committee of the Communist Party adopted 
the guidelines for the Soviet delegation at the San Francisco Peace Conference. 
This instruction set the stage that enabled the Soviet delegation to quit the 
conference “in case of objections to the discussion of our amendments, or re-
jection of these amendments, as well as in case of a proposal to proceed to the 
signing of contract without its substantial discussion” (Slavinskii ̆ 1994–1995, 
no. 7, 96–97). There is documentary evidence that Dulles and US Secretary of 
State Dean Acheson were surprised that Moscow finally accepted the invita-
tion, and they began preparations in advance in order to stop the Soviets from 
becoming a “destructive force” (Slavinskii ̆ 1994–1995, no. 6, 57). In this light, 
the assertion by Soviet historians that Washington “twisted Moscow’s arm” is 
quite plausible. But Stalin added further fuel to the fire with his suspicion of 
and hostility toward Western leaders. It was within this climate that at 6:45 
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p.m. on September 4, 1951, at the Opera House in San Francisco (today the 
War Memorial Opera House), where six years earlier the charter of the United 
Nations was drafted, US Secretary of State Acheson, interim chairman of con-
ference, declared the forum open. Fifty-two countries, including Japan, were 
in attendance. Some of the important players who did not attend were North 
Korea, Mongolia, the Democratic Republic of Vietnam, and China.

Already at the beginning of the first plenary session on September 5, Andrei ̆
A. Gromyko, the first deputy minister of foreign affairs and the Soviet repre-
sentative, made a statement about the desire to see representatives from China 
among the invited delegates. Acheson did not consider the reasons put for-
ward by Gromyko on formal grounds, which included the fact that mainland 
China had been the principal victim of the Imperial Japanese Army, having 
suffered enormous human losses, and that China’s leaders had previously 
signed major documents with the Allies (e.g., the Cairo and Potsdam declara-
tions). According to procedural conditions the conference was clearly held for 
the signing. The amendments, as emphasized by the secretary of state, went 
beyond the agreed issues, rules, and procedures of the conference and there-
fore were rejected (Provisional Verbatum 1951, 4, 11, doc. 11 VM/3).

In his speeches and remarks Gromyko noted that the US-British project 
aimed at drawing Japan into a military group that posed a real threat to its 
neighbors, in particular, China and the Soviet Union (Provisional Verbatum 
1951, 113, 115, 121). He also emphasized that Soviet rights in the southern part of 
Sakhalin Island and in all the adjacent islands, including the Kuriles, then under 
Soviet sovereignty, were incontestable (Conference 1951, 109). Washington, in 
turn, unambiguously renounced the Yalta agreements on the territorial issue.

Ambassador Matsumoto Shun’ichi, who from 1955 to 1956 held the negotia-
tions to restore relations with the USSR, makes an interesting observation in 
his memoirs that the governments of the Allied powers and their authorized 
representatives during the negotiations in San Francisco did not have suffi-
cient historical knowledge regarding the Kuriles. And many Japanese were also 
confused following the military defeat and seemed to have forgotten certain 
facts. For example, the Japanese envoy to the conference, then Prime Minister 
Yoshida Shigeru, attempted to explain Japan’s basic position on the “Northern 
Territories” (Kurile Islands) in his address (8th Plenary Session, September 7, 
1951) in order to draw attention to the fact that the Kunashir (Kunashiri) and 
Iturup (Etorofu) Islands were “indigenous Japanese” territories (Matsumoto 
1970, 5). Yoshida pointed out that tsarist Russia had never opposed Iturup and 
Kunashir being part of Japan and that only the islands to the north of Urup 
had a mixed Russo-Japanese population. Moreover, the Shikotan and Habomai 
Islands, located close to Hokkaido, were inseparably linked to Japan (Gaimushō 
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1951, 302–3; Shigeta and Suezawa 1988, 121). It was, perhaps, the greatest rebuff 
delivered by Japan at this time. Yet it should be noted that Yoshida referred to 
Iturup and Kunashir as the “Southern Kurile Islands” (Minami Chishima)—in 
other words, he followed the Soviet view that they were a part of the Kuriles 
chain, not a different archipelago connected to the Japanese coast. According 
to the terms of the peace treaty, Japan would have to relinquish the Kuriles 
(Glaubitz 1995, 39–40).1

Yoshida was treated as the representative of a defeated nation and was not 
allowed to finish his speech, with his protests falling on deaf ears. It was also 
quite clear that Acheson ignored Japan’s arguments and fended off Gromyko’s 
objections. The result was quite predictable: Gromyko, following instructions 
from Moscow, was absent from the signing ceremony. Czechoslovakia and 
Poland refused to sign the treaty, and not surprisingly China likewise did not 
recognize the document. It is interesting that the Japanese Communist Party 
also requested that the Soviet Union not sign the treaty (Shimotomai 2004).

So why did Moscow boycott the signing ceremony and refuse to sign the 
treaty, thereby opposing the other forty-nine participating countries? There 
are five points that can be singled out. First, as the leader of the socialist bloc 
in the early years of the Cold War the Soviet Union tried to show solidarity with 
communist China as much as possible and to express its indignation about 
the violation of the rights of the Chinese in Taiwan (Formosa), the Pescadores 
(now Penghu), Paracel, and Spratly islands, which were lost as a result of 
Japanese Imperial Army aggression.

Second, within the growing climate of isolation and hostility over the course 
of the Cold War, Moscow had no credible chance of legal representation re-
garding its rights to annex the Kurile Islands since the US proposal of the 
peace treaty stipulated that Japan should relinquish the islands, even though it 
did not indicate which country should in fact take control of them. Of course, 
for Moscow it was important that the treaty formalized Japan’s renunciation 
of all claims and rights to the Kurile Islands and southern Sakhalin (Ch. II, 
“Territory,” of the San Francisco Peace Treaty). Moscow was unable, however, 
to ensure that the terms of the treaty clearly spelled out who should acquire 
the islands; this was later proved advantageous for the Japanese in their jus-
tification of territorial claims. It was absurd to imagine that the rights to the 

1   On September 8, 1956, Yoshida said in an article published in the newspaper, Sankei shinbun, 
and coinciding with the fifth anniversary of the San Francisco Peace Treaty, that his speech at 
the conference stressed that Kunashir and Iturup do not belong to the Kurile Islands, but ap-
pear to be an integral Japanese territory. A prominent Japanese expert on the subject, Wada 
Haruki, described Yoshida’s words as an “obvious lie” (Wada 1991, 20).
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Kuriles could be transferred, not to the Soviet Union, which in fact had control 
over the islands, but to another country entirely (Chugrov 2008, 118–19).

Third, the Soviet Union sought to express its disagreement with the desires 
of the United States to use the treaty as a way to maintain its military hegemo-
ny in the Pacific region. The treaty did not contain any guarantees against the 
deployment of US troops on Japanese soil, and the Soviet proposals for the in-
clusion of provisions in the treaty on Japanese neutrality were ignored. Fourth, 
the text of the agreement did not contain any actual guarantees against the 
revival of militarism in Japan, and lastly, Moscow believed that Washington 
sought to secure the economic benefits that US business enjoyed during the 
years of Allied Occupation (1945–1952) in Japan.

The historical evaluation of the Soviet position at the San Francisco confer-
ence remains ambivalent. Today, more than six decades after the signing of 
the peace treaty, it is clear that the Soviet refusal to sign was historically short-
sighted and that this would complicate the future work of Russian diplomats. 
At that time, it worked in favor of those politicians who claimed that the ab-
sence of a signature under a formal agreement freed Tokyo from its obligations 
relating to the Soviet Union/Russia. Khrushchev observed that:

Stalin was discontent, and justifiably discontent about Truman’s policy. 
It is one thing to be dissatisfied, but quite another to take wrong ac-
tions that are harmful to our state. We were invited to sign a peace treaty 
with Japan, and we refused. The situation became unclear, and it lasts to  
this day.

khrushchev 1999, 635

Fifty years after the signing of the treaty the scholar Yuriĭ D. Kuznetsov called 
Moscow’s refusal to sign the treaty “a mistake” that damaged national interests 
(Kuznetsov 2002, 51).

If we recall the context of the Cold War, it is impossible to imagine that 
Moscow, operating within the framework of a communist ideology and as 
the leader of the communist camp, could really have taken a different posi-
tion. Everything was done in keeping with the ideological tenets of the party, 
and in this sense its decision cannot be seen as a shortsighted miscalculation. 
Considering the experience of the last sixty years, we can only agree in part with 
Khrushchev’s revelations about the Soviet Union taking the “wrong actions.” 
One thing is certain, however. As a result of its decision, the Soviet Union, in 
keeping with the text of Article 25, did not fall under the definition of “Allied 
Powers.” Moscow’s choice not to sign the treaty, thereby losing rights accord-
ingly, created a situation that would prove problematic for decades to come:
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The San Francisco Treaty was ratified without conditions and was not fol-
lowed by a formal protest by the Japanese parliament. Moreover, it may 
be recalled that on October 19, 1951, Nishimura Kumao, director of the 
Treaty Bureau of the Foreign Ministry of Japan, confirmed in Parliament, 
that the name “Kurile Islands” as it is used in the peace treaty, refers both 
to the northern and the southern part of the archipelago.

shigeta and suezawa 1988, 1112

The resolution of the Lower House of Japan’s National Diet on July 31, 1952, re-
garding the territorial issue indicated that the areas that needed to be returned 
were Okinawa and Ogasawara (Bonin) in the south and the Shikotan and the 
Habomai Islands in the Kuriles. It was only in 1955, when for tactical reasons 
and under pressure from the United States, that the Japanese claims to the 
Soviet Union “acquired their final form” (Wada 1991, 18–21).

Following the San Francisco Peace Conference, the USSR faced a number 
of logistical hurdles as well. The Russian mission, seen as the apparatus of the 
Soviet representatives in the Allied Council, was established in Tokyo. When 
the treaty entered into force, the multilateral Allied Council of Japan, created 
alongside the Far Eastern Commission to supervise the Allied Occupation, in 
effect ceased to exist, and the Russian mission automatically lost its right to 
remain in Japan. On April 23, 1952, at the last session of the Council, the per-
manent member from the USSR, Major General Aleksei ̆P. Kislenko, strongly 
protested against its dissolution, but the Council was dissolved on April 28. 
Although the Japanese government did not demand that Soviet diplomats 
leave the country, it no longer recognized their official status.

There were only two options left for the Soviet representatives: either to 
continue negotiations regarding a peace settlement or to leave the country. 
According to Article 26 of the San Francisco Treaty:

Japan will be prepared to conclude with any State which signed or ad-
hered to the United Nations Declaration of 1 January 1942, and which is at 
war with Japan, or with any State which previously formed a part of the 
territory of a State named in Article 23, which is not a signatory of the 
present Treaty, a bilateral Treaty of Peace on the same or substantially  
the same terms as are provided for in the present Treaty, but this 

2   The importance of this is testified by the fact that the Deputy Minister of Foreign Affairs Igor 
A. Rogachev quoted Nishimura’s statement verbatim in one of the principal publications on 
the subject in Izvestiya (April 24, 1991).
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obligation on the part of Japan will expire three years after the first com-
ing into force of the present Treaty.

Though inevitable, Moscow sadly missed this chance within the context of 
Cold War politics. Another significant event of September 1951 that represent-
ed a threat to the Soviet Union at this time was the signing of the security 
treaty between the United States and Japan within just a few hours following 
the signing ceremony for the San Francisco Peace Treaty. It created a new para-
digm for Japan. Japanese political scientists maintain that the widely discussed 
concept of “Japan as a normal country” assumed that postwar Japanese secu-
rity policy stood out for its “abnormality.” The agenda for Japan, one that is still 
discussed within the context of the anti-militarist article of its constitution, 
is based on the realities of the postwar peace settlement and in the “postwar 
consensus” formed in San Francisco (Soeya 2011, 72–73).

2 Restoring Diplomatic Relations between the USSR and Japan

Moscow and Tokyo had to work continuously for several years to overcome the 
controversial political legacy of San Francisco—its disappointing results and 
unresolved issues. For the respected Japanese diplomat and Sovietologist Tōgō 
Kazuhiko “considering that the Soviet Union did not sign the San Francisco 
Treaty, the question of the restoration of peace and the resolution of all is-
sues related to this problem, including territorial, were open to bilateral dis-
cussions” (Togo [Tōgō] 2010, 232). Clearly neither Moscow nor Tokyo could be 
satisfied with the abnormal situation that ran counter to their national inter-
ests. In August 1953, a statement of intent was made during the session of the 
Supreme Soviet that the USSR should react positively on any steps by Japan 
that aimed at the normalization of relations with Moscow. In April the follow-
ing year, the Japanese External Trade Organization ( JETRO) was established to 
develop trade relations with Moscow.

In a quite different light, Western historians describe extremely unfavor-
able conditions in which the normalization of diplomatic relations between 
Moscow and Tokyo developed. For example, one British staff report identifies 
Japan as the main East Asian objective of Russian imperialism and China as a 
powerful agent of international communism (Weste 2008, 43). Today declas-
sified British diplomatic documents testify to the fact that the West seriously 
considered the Soviet threat to Japan as an excuse to begin World War III with 
the use of atomic weapons. At the same time, the US military believed that the 
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establishment of a powerful Japanese ground force was necessary in deterring 
Russian amphibious attacks on Japan (Iokibe et al. 2008, 13).

The normalization of Soviet-Japanese relations matured within a difficult 
international environment, encountering the consequences of the rising ten-
sions between East and West. It is not clearly understood, for example, why 
the third secretary of the Soviet Mission in Tokyo and lieutenant colonel of 
the Soviet State Security, Yuriĭ A. Rastvorov, disappeared from his office in the  
second half of January 1954. Six months later, on August 14, the Japanese 
government announced that he had applied for asylum in the United States 
(Swenson-Wright 2008, 145).

Accusations against Moscow of allegedly deploying a vast intelligence net-
work in Japan were a serious obstacle in the creation of the right atmosphere 
for rapprochement. Moreover, the first Russo-Japanese communications on 
the peace treaty were complicated by the political intrigues in Japan surround-
ing around the establishment of the “1955 System”—the party system in ef-
fect from 1955 to 1993—as well as partisan differences and personal interests 
of the players who quite puzzlingly hindered rapprochement with Moscow. 
Nevertheless, Hatoyama Ichirō, who formed the cabinet on December 10, 1954, 
was enthusiastic about the idea of normalizing relations with the Soviet Union 
in an effort to promote Japanese interests through trade (e.g., with China). 
He hoped to achieve three objectives with normalization: 1) the liberation of 
Siberian prisoners of war; 2) provision of support for Japan to join the United 
Nations, which would be a signal of the county’s return to the international 
community (Iokibe et al. 2008, 4); and 3) perhaps, of no less significance for the 
Japanese, the conclusion of a convention on fishing. Many called for the con-
struction of normal relations in the region, and Asian socialist countries were 
unanimous in their desire to normalize relations with Japan. Even the Minister 
of Foreign Affairs of the Democratic People’s Republic of Korea (DPRK, 
North Korea), Nam Il, expressed such an intention in a statement made on  
February 25, 1955 (Shimotomai 2006, 159).

In January 1955, Prime Minister Hatoyama met with the Soviet official 
Andrei ̆I. Domnitskii ̆who, although a trade representative to Tokyo, had a low 
diplomatic rank. Difficulties appeared even during the initial discussions re-
garding the venue for the negotiations. Japan insisted on New York, while the 
Soviets, not wishing to have Americans as hosts since they thought they would 
interfere in the negotiations, suggested Moscow or Tokyo. A compromise was 
agreed to hold the first round in London, and the Soviet-Japanese talks at the 
ambassadorial level began on July 3, 1955. The USSR was represented by Malik, 
now Soviet ambassador to the United Kingdom, and Japan by Ambassador 
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Matsumoto. Both historians and diplomats have often described the course of 
the negotiations as a roller coaster but it might be instructive here to focus on 
the disputed points that the Soviet propaganda machine at times interpreted 
in a politically engaged and inequitable manner.

Before the commencement of negotiations in London on May 26, 1955, the 
Minister of Foreign Affairs Shigemitsu Mamoru unexpectedly made the state-
ment that Japan would seek the return of southern Sakhalin and the Kurile 
Islands. This led to the exacerbation of Japanese territorial claims that aimed 
at revising the postwar borders which, according to the Yalta Agreement of 
February 1945, returned southern Sakhalin to the Soviet Union and ceded it to 
the Southern Kuriles. This was a move that Washington later reneged on. The 
combination of political, historical, and ideological circumstances meant that 
this issue would become a powder keg in the negotiations.

Initially, the Soviets took a critical stance, rebuking the legitimacy of any ter-
ritorial claims that they felt were unacceptable and maintaining that Tokyo had 
to limit its demands on the return of the four islands of the Southern Kuriles 
(Kunashir, Iturup, Shikotan, and Habomai). An unanticipated turn ensued 
when on August 9, in the garden of the Japanese embassy in London, the head 
of the Soviet delegation Malik, then much preoccupied with Khrushchev’s 
irritation that the negotiations were moving ahead too slowly, conveyed 
to Matsumoto in an informal conversation that Moscow was ready to hand 
over Shikotan and Habomai to Japan in exchange for signing a peace treaty. 
Historians today agree that Malik, who had not consulted the members of the 
delegation, was too quick in disclosing the backup position earlier approved by 
the Politburo as a measure of last resort.

Khrushchev wished to demonstrate the Soviet desire to find a compromise 
position that allowed the possibility of a transfer of Shikotan and Habomai 
to Japan as a last-ditch concession. He approached the situation with a fair 
amount of naivety, which is borne out in his words:

We had long consultations with USSR leaders and concluded that it is 
necessary to meet the wishes of the Japanese and to agree to transfer 
these islands (I cannot recall their names now), but with the condition 
that Japan would sign a peace treaty with the Soviet Union and US troops 
would withdraw from the Japanese archipelago … We believed that such 
a concession was not that important for the Soviet Union. These are des-
ert islands only used by fishermen and the military … But the friendship 
that we wished to win from the Japanese people—our mutual friend-
ship—would be of enormous value. Therefore, territorial concessions 
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above all overlapped with the interest in those new relationships that 
would develop between the peoples of the Soviet Union and Japan.

khrushchev 1999, 644

Ambassador Matsumoto was naturally delighted with Malik’s surprise revela-
tion and later confessed that he wished to seal the deal immediately at that 
moment. But the Japanese draft of a treaty presented on August 16, 1955, again 
contained a provision on the transfer of the southern Sakhalin and the Kurile 
Islands to Japan. This point caused a further stalemate in the negotiations. 
Tokyo was not in a hurry, however, and Japan interrupted the negotiations, 
perhaps to challenge the resolve of its negotiating partners.

As often transpires in diplomatic practice, a completely different scenario 
came into play—that is, economic interests gradually began to push Tokyo 
toward an early normalization of political relations. The presence of the fish-
ing lobby intensified behind the scenes of the negotiations, seeking to expand 
salmon fishing in regions adjacent to the coast of the Kurile Islands. Even be-
fore this time, the Soviet government had adopted a decree to regulate salmon 
fishing in the Bering Sea and in the Pacific Ocean bordering the Soviet territo-
rial waters, but this was put on hold until the San Francisco Peace Treaty went 
into force. To expedite the process the fishing lobby initiated a visit to Moscow 
in April 1956 with the delegation headed by the Minister of Agriculture, 
Forestry, and Fisheries, Kōno Ichirō, who was seen as a credible figure in finan-
cial circles.

Following the “fishery negotiations” in the Soviet capital in May 1956, the 
parties signed a convention on fishing and an agreement to assist any individ-
ual in a situation of distress at sea. It is notable that Kōno played an important 
role in linking the economic interests of Japan with the negotiations on a peace 
treaty. And it appeared that the parties were close to a breakthrough. The chief 
representative of the USSR, Sergei ̆L. Tikhvinskii,̆ who had replaced Domnitskii,̆ 
arrived in Japan, and this signaled the recognition from the Japanese of the of-
ficial status of a Soviet diplomat. Even before the establishment of diplomatic 
relations, however, Japanese fishermen were already catching salmon during 
the 1956 season, and the Japanese media, perhaps quite tongue-in-cheek, re-
ferred to the Soviet Mission as “fishing” (shutsugyō). The signing of conven-
tions regulating the fisheries thus became a litmus test of the state of relations 
between Moscow and Tokyo.

With the resumption of negotiations in Moscow on July 31, 1956, the only 
issue left to settle was territorial. This time the Japanese delegation was led by 
Minister of Foreign Affairs Shigemitsu, who sought to hasten the negotiations 
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in order to attend the Suez Canal Global Conference in London (August 16–23, 
1956), and in August 1956 he was ready to conclude a peace agreement on the 
conditions of the return of Habomai and Shikotan. This contradicts Soviet 
sources, which stress instead Tokyo’s intransigence on the issue, but according 
to the journalist Kubota Masaaki the position of the Japanese delegation dur-
ing the negotiations was in fact quite flexible (Kubota 1983, 32–34).

Washington decisively stepped into the negotiations in keeping with the 
politics of the Cold War. In his memoirs, Ambassador Matsumoto wrote 
that the watershed moment in the negotiations was in connection with the 
“Dulles’s Warning” (J: Daresu no orosi), his reference to the ultimatum by John 
F. Dulles, who warned Minister Shigemitsu that the United States would ap-
propriate Okinawa if Tokyo agreed to sign an agreement on Moscow’s terms 
(Tanaka 1995, 266). Whether or not this or other accounts in the memoirs 
are veracious—their reliability is in fact questionable—it fits well with US 
actions, which were dictated by Cold War ideology. In this light, US diplo-
matic correspondence contains an interesting document, the “Memorandum 
of a Conversation Between Secretary of State Dulles and Foreign Minister 
Shigemitsu, Ambassador Aldrich’s Residence, London, August 19, 1956,” which 
is evidence of the State Department’s direct link regarding the status of the 
four Kurile Islands and the Ryukyu archipelago (Okinawa). The document 
states, in particular, that:

The secretary reminded Mr. Shigemitsu that the Kuriles and Ryukyus 
were handled in the same manner under the surrender terms and that 
while the United States had by the peace treaty agreed that residual sov-
ereignty to the Ryukyus might remain with Japan, we had also stipulated 
by Article 26 that if Japan gave better terms to Russia we could demand 
the same terms for ourselves. That would mean that if Japan recognized 
that the Soviet Union was entitled to full sovereignty over the Kuriles we 
would assume that we were equally entitled to full sovereignty over the 
Ryukyus.

FRUS 1955–1957, vol. 23, doc. 89

This is, in fact, what Ambassador Matsumoto conveyed in his own diplomat-
ic language. The text of the memorandum demonstrates, however, that this 
combination of territories was offered to Japan as a sort of bargaining chip, 
although from Moscow’s perspective this did not alter its aims and meaning.

Moscow was completely unprepared for such a diplomatic somersault. The 
US Secretary of State Dulles wrote from London that “Shigemitsu is appar-
ently worried and distraught because of the collapse of the Soviet peace treaty 
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talks … He says that when Japan talks to Russia face to face, Russia is ‘very hard’ 
and does not even listen” (FRUS 1955–1957, vol. 23, doc. 90). Much more im-
portant was the new US government memorandum, dated September 7, 1956, 
which contained Washington’s view on the matter:

The United States has reached the conclusion after careful examination 
of the historical facts that the islands of Iturup and Kunashiri (along with 
the Habomai Islands and Shikotan which are a part of Hokkaido) have 
always been part of Japan proper … and therefore Japan can only require 
the return of the four islands.

FRUS 1955–1957, vol. 23, doc. 101

The significant shift in the US position from the legal consequences of Japan’s 
surrender of claims to Kurile Islands to “the study of the historical facts” is 
noteworthy. Hara Kimie believes that Washington’s stance was dictated pre-
cisely by the understanding that Moscow would never agree to the option of 
renouncing claims to the south Kurile Islands and that “the notion of the ‘four 
islands’ was the ‘wedge’ between Japan and the Soviet Union within the ideol-
ogy of the Cold War” (Hara 2013, 147). As a result, the Russian side proposed a 
regulation of relations in accordance with the “Adenauer Formula” success-
fully implemented in Europe—in other words, to restore diplomatic relations 
without a peace treaty. The Japanese side did not object and what followed 
was a prolific exchange of diplomatic notes. The situation reached a climax 
with the arrival of Prime Minister Hatoyama and Kōno Ichirō in Moscow on 
October 12. The next day they met with the chairman of the USSR Council of 
Ministers, Nikolai ̆A. Bulganin, at the Kremlin, and on October 19, 1956, they 
signed the Soviet-Japanese Joint Declaration toward the normalization of rela-
tions, which would become a cornerstone in the relations between the two 
countries (Matsumoto 2012, 188–89).

The National Diet of Japan and the Presidium of the Supreme Soviet of the 
USSR ratified the declaration without any complications. On December 12 at 
the conference hall of the Ministry of Foreign Affairs of Japan, the USSR Deputy 
Minister of Foreign Affairs Nikolai ̆T. Fedorenko and Japanese Foreign Minister 
Shigemitsu exchanged the ratifications as well as the protocol on trade devel-
opment and the reciprocal granting of the most-favored nation status. They 
entered into force on the date that the ratifications were exchanged.

The positive ramifications of this event cannot be overestimated, and the 
content of the declaration should not be seen solely as an attempt to resolve 
the territorial problem. The signed document ended the state of war between 
the two countries and restored diplomatic and consular relations (e.g., the 
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2001 Joint symposium). The USSR refused reparations, granted amnesty, and 
repatriated Japanese prisoners of war. The first session of the Russian-Japanese 
Fisheries Commission was held in early 1957, during which Moscow agreed to 
a remarkable increase in salmon quotas. Later that year, in December, a Soviet-
Japanese trade agreement was also signed, which initiated a series of mutu-
ally beneficial agreements in the economic sphere. This was followed by an 
agreement on the establishment of a regular shipping line between Nakhodka 
and Yokohama (June 3, 1958). The Soviet Union participated in the Osaka 
International Trade Fair in 1958, and the Japanese Industrial Exhibition was 
held in Moscow in 1960.

Historians, including the late Boris N. Slavinskii ̆and Vadim B. Ramzes, unan-
imously assert that the Joint Declaration will be remembered as a document 
that regulated the territorial dispute. Article 9 of the declaration, which laid 
the cornerstone of the bilateral relations, would become a stumbling block 
within just a few short years since it states that the Soviet Union and Japan:

… agree to continue, after the restoration of normal diplomatic relations 
between the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics and Japan, negotiations 
for the conclusion of a peace treaty … In this connection, the Union of 
Soviet Socialist Republics, desiring to meet the wishes of Japan and tak-
ing into consideration of the interest of the Japanese State, agrees to 
transfer to Japan the Habomai Islands and island of Shikotan, the actual 
transfer of these islands to Japan to take place after the conclusion of a 
Peace Treaty between the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics and Japan.

Article 9 of the Joint Declaration

Differences in the interpretation of Article 9 were immediately apparent. The 
Soviet Union viewed the declaration as a document that covered the territorial 
issue while the Japanese regarded it as part of a set of documents, including 
diplomatic notes, that had been exchanged between the parties. They insisted 
that the Joint Declaration was a prelude to new negotiations on the transfer of 
Kunashir and Iturup to Japan. Although the Soviet leaders believed that the  
Joint Declaration included almost all the issues that would normally form 
the basis of a peace treaty, the inclusion of Article 9 illustrates the failure of  
the Soviet Union and Japan to conclude a full-fledged peace treaty. When un-
derstood in terms of diplomatic language, it should be emphasized that the 
Soviet Union’s reference to the “transfer” of islands to Japan was as a pledge for 
future good relations, rather than the actual “return” as Japanese leaders were 
inclined to view it. In other words, the Soviets wished to emphasize that the 
USSR had expressed a readiness to hand over a portion of Soviet, not Japanese, 
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territory for the purpose of building future friendly relations (Chugrov 2008, 
123–24).

Such hopes would not be realized, although both parties endeavored to 
break the deadlock. A series of advisory meetings were eventually held in 
Moscow and Tokyo following a long break. During a visit to Japan in January 
1972, Gromyko hinted to Prime Minister Satō Eisaku that it was possible to 
return to the “1956 model” (the principles of the 1956 Joint Declaration). A 
series of negotiations continued when Prime Minister Tanaka Kakuei visit-
ed Moscow in October of 1973. Even at this time, the “1956 model” was once 
again mentioned. This “1956 model” would also resurface at the negotiations 
between Gorbachev and Kaifu Toshiki in Tokyo in 1991, as well as during the 
post-Soviet era. But “the wedge driven between the USSR and Japan during the 
Cold War remains today despite the fact that the Cold War ended a long time 
ago” (Hara 2013, 151).

3 The Problem of Japan’s Entry to the United Nations and Russian 
Diplomacy

The normalization of diplomatic relations between the USSR and Japan en-
abled the latter to improve its international standing and to open the way to 
UN membership. There was a degree of intrigue surrounding Japan’s admit-
tance into the United Nations, and as it is a topic mentioned only tangentially 
in Soviet and Russian studies, it is deserving of special consideration here.

The Japanese needed to orchestrate a full-scale entry into the global com-
munity, and it actively partook in a number of specialized UN agencies, such as 
the General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade (GATT), and it contributed to the 
creation of the International Atomic Energy Association (IAEA). Japan had al-
ready applied for UN membership in 1952 as part of the competition between 
the Soviet bloc and the West but its application has been consistently rejected. 
When bilateral talks on the normalization of relations began in London, how-
ever, the Japanese had the expectations that the negotiations would quickly 
pave the way for joining the United Nations, thereby bypassing any objections 
that the Soviets might raise. But when negotiations were at an impasse in the 
summer of 1955, Moscow announced that it would agree to Japan’s entry to the 
UN only after the establishment of diplomatic relations. There was another 
aspect that is only mentioned indirectly in Soviet historiography—that the 
support for the Japanese application was also linked to the Soviet Union’s pro-
motion of Mongolia becoming a UN member. It used this issue as a bargaining 
chip in the negotiations with Tokyo on the normalization of relations between 
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the two countries. In October 1955, Canada put forward a proposal that presup-
posed the membership of Japan and Mongolia in the United Nations based on 
universal principles (there were seventeen countries in the package, including 
Italy, Spain, countries of the Soviet bloc, Ceylon, and others) (Kurusu 2008, 
114). By the time Canada had offered a package deal the bilateral negotiations 
had stalled due to the Japanese-Soviet territorial deadlock because Mongolia’s 
membership to the United Nations was part of the deal.

On November 3, 1955, the first secretary of the Soviet embassy, Leonid M. 
Zamyatin, privately and informally approached the senior political advisor 
to the US Mission at the United Nations, John McSweeney, in order to secure 
some firm assurance about the admission of the Soviet candidates. The next 
day, the Minister of Foreign Affairs Vyacheslav M. Molotov supported the 
British suggestion that the obvious solution was to adopt all candidates as 
members (Kurusu 2008, 119). In Geneva on November 13, 1955, Molotov and 
Dulles discussed the question of new members. Dulles informed Molotov that 
the United States would not use the right of veto in the Security Council, and 
stressed that if Moscow put aside reservations about Japan and Spain, the 
United States would be able to find a way to accept countries of the Soviet 
bloc, with the exception of Mongolia.3 Mongolia continued to be a negotiating 
asset in the US-Soviet confrontation surrounding the admission of Western 
countries of the earlier Nazi block to the United Nations. Mongolia’s admission 
to the United Nations was later done in exchange for the admission of Italy, 
Spain, and Japan.

Molotov pointed out that the US difficulties regarding Mongolia were not 
dissimilar to the Soviet doubts about Spain: “Yet the United States does not 
seem to understand that Mr. Molotov is unlikely to accept Spain if the pack-
age does not include Outer Mongolia” (National Archives 1955, UN 22516/191, 
FO 371/117477). At a later press conference, the Soviet diplomat Vladimir N. 
Kuznetsov announced that the Soviet Union would strongly support the pack-
age of now eighteen countries, but would use the right of veto if the United 
States did not cooperate. Overall the United Nations backed the Canadian pro-
posal, and members of the organization began to realize that the United States 
was attempting to ruin any chance of a comprehensive agreement (Kurusu 
2008, 122). According to Deputy Minister of Foreign Affairs Vasilii ̆V. Kuznetsov, 

3   Article 1 of the Yalta Agreement dealt with the conservation of Mongolia’s status quo. Article 3 
assumed that it would require Chiang Kai-shek’s consent and based on Stalin’s advice the US 
president would take measures to ensure that such an agreement was secured (Vneshnyaya 
politika 1947, 111–12). Historically, Taiwan was considered a part of Chinese territory and that 
prompted its subsequent veto.
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Moscow still had significant doubts about Spain and Japan joining the United 
Nations, and he stated at a press conference that if Mongolia were deleted 
from the list, the Soviet Union would demand that Spain also be removed (but 
not Japan!). The Soviet position was reiterated by Ambassador Malik, who told 
José Vicente Trujillo, the chairman of the Hispanic Caucus and the Ecuadorian 
representative to the United Nations, that if Mongolia was not admitted, the 
Soviet Union would use its veto against Spain since it was a former fascist 
country and an ally of the United States (Kurusu 2008, 123).

On December 1, the Special Political Committee hosted a discussion on 
the Canadian proposal, and the Soviet representative Arkadii ̆ A. Sobolev 
made assurances that the Soviet Union would support it. And a few days later, 
Ambassador Malik told the Japanese ambassador to the United Nations, Kase 
Toshikazu, that Moscow had decided to vote for the admission of Japan and 
Spain. It was truly a breakthrough in the negotiations, and this time the Soviet 
Union was determined more than ever to achieve its goal. For example, it 
asked Greece, which opposed the inclusion of Albania, to vote on December 7,  
1955, for the entire list. Ultimately, the Special Political Committee approved 
the Canadian draft resolution by a vote of fifty-two for and two against (Cuba 
and Taiwan) with five abstentions (United States, Belgium, France, Greece, 
and Israel) (Kurusu 2008, 125). The US president Dwight D. Eisenhower asked 
Chiang Kai-shek to be patient and not to use the veto against Mongolia. But on 
November 29, 1955, Taipei issued a press statement in which it confirmed that 
it would use the veto against the admission of Mongolia.

On December 13, the Security Council voted for a draft resolution submit-
ted by Brazil and New Zealand on the admission of eighteen new members. 
Then events took a dramatic turn with the result of the vote playing out the 
worst-case scenario: Taipei vetoed the entry of Mongolia and in response the 
Soviet Union vetoed the admission of all thirteen Western candidates. The out-
come was that no single country was recommended (Kurusu 2008, 128). On the 
morning of December 14, 1955, however, the Deputy Minister of Foreign Affairs 
Vasilii ̆Kuznetsov unexpectedly asked that the Security Council convene an ur-
gent meeting. He expressed a wish to revoke the Soviet veto of the previous 
day’s meeting and offered to accept sixteen countries, postponing the question 
of the membership of Japan and Mongolia until the next session.

Henry Cabot Lodge Jr., the US representative to the United Nations, wanted 
everything to be decided on the same day “to leave less time for the Japanese 
to make any fuss” (National Archives 1955, UN 22516/279, FO 371/11747б). The 
United Kingdom proposed to include Japan on the list, in case the Soviet Union 
used its veto. During the break, it was agreed that the United States would 
offer to add Japan; there was no opposition from the Soviet Union. Thereafter, 
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everything went according to plan: the United States submitted a list to the 
vote, which included Japan, and the Soviet Union used the veto to the Japanese 
application (with ten “yes” votes). (The Soviet Union subsequently came up 
with a proposal for another list that included Mongolia and Japan but it was re-
jected, with ten abstaining countries.) Despite the fact that Taiwan, the United 
States, and Belgium abstained from casting their votes on individual candi-
dates, there were no votes against the final proposal, which was finally adopted 
by eight “yes” votes. The Security Council thus recommended that the General 
Assembly admit sixteen member states to the United Nations. Furthermore, 
Lodge offered a resolution that endorsed accepting Japan during the elev-
enth session. Kuznetsov also issued a statement that contained the same wish 
(Kurusu 2008, 128).

It might be useful here to touch upon the efforts of Japanese diplomacy in 
1956 in light of the problems surrounding Japan’s membership to the United 
Nations. Following an unproductive mission by the Japanese Foreign Minister 
Shigemitsu in Moscow, Prime Minister Hatoyama sent a letter to the chairman 
of the USSR Council of Ministers, Nikolai ̆ Bulganin. It listed five conditions, 
including that of the support by the Soviet Union of Japan’s admission to the 
UN, which were subject to approval before the completion of negotiations on 
the diplomatic normalization with Moscow. Two days later, Bulganin accepted 
Hatoyama’s terms. During the talks in Moscow, the Soviet delegation endorsed 
Japan’s membership to the United Nations without imposing any precondi-
tions. Yet Hatoyama, still skeptical, proposed that Japan and the Soviet Union 
exchange memoranda to confirm the position in support of Japan’s member-
ship. When the Joint Declaration was signed on October 19, 1956, however, it 
remained unclear whether the Soviet backing would come into effect since 
the document had not been ratified. In December, Bulganin gave the Japanese 
government assurance that this time Russia would support Japan without any 
conditions. The long-awaited positive outcome of this protracted tale quickly 
followed on December 12, 1956. When the Joint Declaration entered into force, 
the Security Council endorsed the Peruvian draft resolution that recommend-
ed Japan’s admittance. Six days later, the United Nations General Assembly 
unanimously admitted Japan to the United Nations, and it soon received a 
non-permanent, two-year membership on the Security Council.

4 Conclusion

The major Japanese players of this exhausting, and at the same time exciting, 
diplomatic marathon would soon leave the political arena. In December 1956, 
under fire from critics and keeping to his promise given before the signing of 
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the Joint Declaration, Prime Minister Hatoyama resigned. Foreign Minister 
Shigemitsu died six weeks after he introduced Japan as a new member at the 
United Nations.

The fate of Article 9 of the Joint Declaration was similarly dramatic. The 
renegotiation of the Treaty of Mutual Cooperation and Security between the 
United States and Japan in January 1960, which confirmed the presence of 
US armed forces on the Japanese archipelago, influenced the interpretation 
of the basic tenets of the Joint Declaration on the territorial issue. This trig-
gered a vocal national protest against ratification, and Japanese authorities, 
under pressure from opponents, had to cancel the visit of the US president 
Eisenhower in 1960. On the night of May 19–20, on the order of Prime Minister 
Kishi Nobusuke, more than 500 police officers occupied the Parliament 
Building. But in spite of the protests, the treaty was ratified and came into  
force.

The legacy of the 1950s is today more relevant than ever, influencing the 
fluctuating political climate of bilateral relations. Although the peace treaty 
was never signed, in all other respects relations between the USSR and Japan 
developed normally (and positively) in most areas. The approach to a resolu-
tion of the situation is undoubtedly grounded in an accurate understanding 
of the political significance of the events of the 1950s and the milieu in which 
they occurred. And this is why it is important to evaluate the role and motives 
of the United States in a measured and constructive way, without falling prey 
to ideological “tunnel vision.” As for the Japanese side, many scholars believe 
that the United States was the key actor in this drama since “neither economic 
nor strategic interests can be considered as the driving force behind Japan’s 
rigid position” (Bukh 2010, 112).

There is still a counterproductive sensitivity and nervousness surround-
ing the territorial issue. As long as this situation prevails in Russo-Japanese 
relations, no real progress on the peace treaty can be achieved. The Joint 
Declaration of 1956 nonetheless will remain the cornerstone of modern bilat-
eral relations between our two countries as a valid legal document, ratified by 
lawmakers in both countries, and with the character of an international treaty. 
And therein lay its enduring legacy.
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